CODC Accomplishments  FY 2011-2012

Committee

NCATE Standard 4 preliminary report

Sub-Committee

- Building a culture of inclusion and civility though a variety of readings, videos, and teambuilding activities.
  - Acrostic poems about Civility on student computers across the campus.
  - Beginning research on what our peer institutions do to foster a diverse and inclusive environment on their respective campuses.

- Advocating for the wide dissemination and discussion of how diversity matters and outreach to the larger SoE.
  - Book Club
    - Fall:
    - Winter:
    - Summer:

- Lunch and Learn: Movie Matinee
  - “The Help”: Columbia and Education Building

- JHU Training
  - Campus Conversations on Diversity and Inclusion Training: Columbia Campus
Focus on efforts to recruit, retain, and reclaim students, staff, and faculty.

- Civility Campaign
- Research into the development of a GBLT student focused organization
- Recommendation for adoption of Gender Neutral Bathrooms across the SoE campus buildings

READINGS/VIDEOS
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